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Metaheuristics are widely adopted for addressing Multi-Objective Optimization Problems

(MOOP) [1]. Applied in scenarios where traditional optimization techniques are impractical,
these approaches have recently seen substantial development [6], resulting in effective and
versatile algorithms. Despite their success, challenges persist, including exponential growth in
the number of non-dominated solutions and a tendency to disproportionately focus on a subset
of the Pareto Front, impacting solution diversity.

This study addresses two critical challenges mentioned in the previous paragraph. To deal
with the exponential growth, the use of bounded archives [6] is employed as a strategic mecha-
nism for managing the increasing number of non-dominated solutions. As for the second chal-
lenge, an extensive examination of solution diversity algorithms presented in the literature [3, 4]
is undertaken. After noting that the existing approaches primarily focus on diversity within
the objective space, this work introduces novel methods that address diversity in the solution
space, aiming to demonstrate the efficacy of this avenue for enhancing the overall efficiency of
metaheuristics tailored for solving MOOP.

A MOOP is described by a set of at least two objective functions, and a set of constraints
defines a polytope in the solution space. In a MOOP, given two solutions, S1 and S2, S1
dominates S2 if, for every objective function fi(S), fi(S1) ≤ fi(S2), and there exists at least
one objective function fj(S) such that fj(S1) < fj(S2). A solution is non-dominated if no
other solution dominates it. A solution is deemed Pareto optimal in a MOOP if there is
no feasible solution that dominates it. The Pareto front refers to the set of Pareto-optimal
points, representing solutions that are non-dominated regarding the defined objectives. In
a MOOP, archives, as data structures, manage non-dominated solutions, aiding convergence
analysis and Pareto front exploration. Bounded archives, with a set solution limit, are the
focus due to their critical role in balancing diverse representation and addressing challenges
of exponential solution increase. To better represent the Pareto Front, solutions in an archive
must exhibit high diversity. This study aims to advance MOOP metaheuristics by developing
novel approaches that effectively enhance solution diversity within bounded archives.

The Adaptive Grid Archiving (AGA) [3] introduces an approach to deal with solution
archives in MOOP. Using a grid-based framework, AGA partitions the objective space, catego-
rizing solutions into distinct spatial regions. As the archive reaches capacity, AGA prioritizes
preserving non-dominated solutions from less congested areas while removing solutions from
densely populated regions, ensuring well-distributed solutions along the Pareto front for en-
hanced diversity and quality. The Hypervolume Archiving (HA) algorithm [4] adapts the
hypervolume metric for bounding archives. When the archive is full, a new non-dominated
solution is admitted if it increases the hypervolume more than an existing solution. The
hypervolume, in this context, calculates the volume occupied between the non-dominated so-
lutions in the archive and the nadir point, representing the worst values for each objective
among Pareto front solutions, assessing diversity and coverage within the archive in MOOP.



Upon examining AGA and HA, two key insights emerge. Firstly, in bounded archives,
a new solution X ′ is admitted at capacity only if it surpasses another solution according
to a diversity criterion. This optimizes solution diversity within the algorithmic framework.
Secondly, many archiving methods focus solely on the objective space, neglecting the solution
space in addressing diversity. For various MOOP, especially in scenarios like cutting-stock
problems, where diverse solutions are crucial, archiving algorithms rooted in the solution space
become essential for tackling MOOP challenges effectively.

In [3, 4], solution diversity was measured as the Euclidean distance between non-dominated
solutions, optimizing when neighbor solutions are maximally distant. However, diversity in
the solution space requires a distinct metric, hereafter referred to as the solution metric. This
metric is a function quantifying the distance between any two non-dominated solutions, with
properties defining (i) indiscernibility; (ii) non-negativity; (iii) symmetry; and (iv) the triangle
inequality. In this study, two novel archiving algorithms that address the non-dominated solu-
tions of a Pareto front on the solution space are proposed. When the archive is full, it removes
the solution that contributes the least following a solution metric. The two employed solution
metrics are the Hamming and Jaccard distances. From now on, those archiving algorithms are
referred as Hamming Archiving Algorithm (HAM) and Jaccard Archiving Algorithm (JAC).

The computational experiments use an Intel Xeon CPU W3520 with a 2.67 GHz clock speed,
24 cores, and 8 GB of RAM, operating on Linux. Archiving algorithms are implemented in
C++ and compiled with GNU g++ 7.5.0. These methods are tested on the bi-objective Trav-
elling Salesman Problem using the Pareto Local Search Heuristic within the MH-Builder [5],
limiting the maximum archive size. The instance set comprises 27 complete graphs with up
to 2000 nodes. The results using a ranking analysis with Demšar statistical test [2] show that
HAM consistently emerged as the top-performing algorithm on average, except for instances
with 500 nodes, where HA outperformed HD. This pattern suggests HAM’s superiority in
larger instances, typical in real-world applications.

This study explores solution diversity algorithms in bounded archives for multi-objective
metaheuristics, focusing on challenges related to non-dominated solution growth and a subset
of the Pareto Front. The proposed methodologies (HAM and JAC) prioritize solution space ex-
ploration, with HAM notably effective in enhancing diversity, particularly in larger instances.
The research underscores HAM’s potential for improving MOOP-solving metaheuristics ef-
ficiently. Future research should include extensive testing of HAM and JAC across diverse
multi-objective problems and their integration with other metaheuristics.
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